
Spark Plugs
The task of the spark plug

The spark plug is an absolute key component in a vehicle with a petrol 
engine. To a decisive degree, the spark plug determines the optimum per-
formance and safe functioning of the engine. The task of the spark plug 
is to guide the high voltage created by the ignition coil to the combusti-
on chamber and to ignite the compressed fuel-air mix with the electrical 
sparks between the electrodes.

The design of a spark plug e.g BOSCH spark plug

The type of construction, the materials used and the production proce-
dure used play a key part in determining how the spark plug realises the 
considerable requirements made of it.

Sharp edged rib profile on the insulator head works as an excellent five 
times (!) creeping current barrier to provide protection against spark fai-
lures. The insulator consists primarily of aluminium oxide and has the task 
of insulating the connection bolts and centre electrode from the casing.

The gasket ring is for fixing the insulator in position and sealing it. The ca-
sing is made from steel, the surface of which has been treated to provide 
protection against corrosion. It serves the purpose of fixing the spark plug 
to the cylinder head. An electrically and thermally conductive glass melt 
connects the connection bolt with the centre electrode.

The centre electrode consists of a chrome-nickel alloy with a copper core.

The thermal value of the ignition plug

The thermal value describes the ability of a spark plug to absorb heat and 
to lead it away again. Guiding the heat to the spark plug in the combus-
tion chamber depends on the specific type of engine. 

The thermal value is important as on the one hand it has to reach a speci-
fic minimum temperature (self-cleaning temperature) in order to prevent 
a ‚sooting‘ and therefore misfiring, on the other hand, a certain maxi-
mum temperature (glow ignition range) may not be exceeded in order to 
exclude glow ignitions. 

Low key figures (e.g. 2 to 4) mean ‚cold‘ spark plugs, or a low thermal 
absorption on hot engines, high key figures (e.g. 5 to 7) mean ‚hot‘ spark 
plugs, meaning a high thermal absorption for cold engines. 

Note: a ‚cold‘ plug only means that the connection (and therefore the 
transfer of heat) from the ceramic insulator to the metal and therefore 
the head itself is designed differently than it is on one of the ‚hotter‘ 
plugs! The ‚colder‘ plug therefore emits more heat to the cylinder head 
than one which is ‚hot‘. There is a relationship between the thermal va-
lues of NGK and BOSCH: the sum total is always 11! For instance, W2 
corresponds with B9, B6 with W5, in the context of which the NGK usually 
have a smaller thermal area. For this reason the BOSCH prove themselves 
as working better on air cooled two stroke engines. BOSCH spark plugs 
become ‚warmer‘ from 2-5, NGK spark plugs from 9-6.

The appearance of a spark plug and what it reveals

The appearance of a spark plug provides information on the operating 
behaviour of the engine and spark plug. The appearance of the electro-
des and insulators of spark plugs provides information on the operating 
behaviour of the spark plug as well as the composition of the mix and 
combustion process in the engine. Evaluating the appearance and condi-
tion of the spark plug is therefore a key component of engine diagnosis. 
A reliable statement depends, however, on the following important re-
quirement: before the condition of the spark plugs can be evaluated it 
is necessary to drive the Vespa for 10 km, at the same time as which the 

engine should be operated with alternating revs in the middling perfor-
mance area. Idling for a long time prior to switching the engine off is to 
be avoided.

Here are some examples of the most frequent appearances of spark plugs:

Normal – grey to fawn: everything is fine! No misfi-
ring, no residues, no thermal overloading.

Sooty – matt black: the mixture is too rich, a dirty 
air filter or an excessively cold spark plug are often 
the cause of misfiring and poor cold start behaviour. 
Be sure to check and remove sources of faults!

Overheated – white to light grey: too lean mixture, 
potential for scuffing and cylinder damage! Check 
ignition timing and carburettor jetting!

Glazed – additives in the petrol and engine oil form 
ash like deposits. You notice the ‚glazing‘ if the en-
gine misfires when driving at full load at top ope-
rating temperature and you drive into the famed 
‚rubber cord‘. This occurs especially often if the mix 
is too rich with too little full throttle and after too 
many short city trips. If this is the case get a hotter 
spark plug and adjust the mix.

Which spark plug for which cylinder?

Tuning Cylinder Bosch part no Thread

50cc Racing cylinder W5AC 88065000 S

75-102cc Racing cylinder W4AC 88045000 S

112-136cc Racing cylinder W3AC 88025000 S

135-155cc Racing cylinder W2CC 88015000 L

135cc DR W4CC WR4CC L

139cc MALOSSI W3AC 88025000 S

152cc POLINI T5 W3CC 88035000 L

166cc MALOSSI W3AC 88025000 S

172cc MALOSSI T5 W3CC 88035000 L

177cc DR/POLINI W4AC 88045000 S

207cc POLINI W3CC 88035000 L

211cc MALOSSI W3CC 88035000 L

213cc PINASCO W4CC WR4CC L

225cc PINASCO long stroke W4CC WR4CC L

Original Cylinder Bosch part no Thread

Vespa 50/N/L/R/S/Special W5AC 88065000 S

Vespa 50 SS/Sprinter/SR/125 PV/ET3 W4AC 88045000 S

Vespa 90 SS/R W7AC W7AC S

Vespa PK50-125/S/XL/XL2 W5AC 88065000 S

Vespa PK80S W4AC 88045000 S

Vespa 125 V1-V33/VM/VN/T4 W4AC 88045000 S

Vespa 125 VNA/VNB/T1-T2 W5AC 88065000 S

Vespa 125 Sprint/GT/GTR/Super/TS W5CC 88075000 L

Vespa 150 VL/VB/VBA/VBB/GL/Sprint/V W5AC 88065000 S

Vespa 150 GS/160 GS/180 SS/Rally W4CC WR4CC L

Vespa 200 Rally W5CC 88075000 L

Vespa P80X/PX80 E/Lusso W5CC 88075000 L

Vespa P125X/PX125 E/Lusso/`98/MY/Cosa W5AC 88065000 S

Vespa P150 S/P150X/PX150 E/Lusso/`98/MY W4AC 88045000 S

Vespa P200E/PX200 E/Lusso/`98/MY/Cosa W5CC 88075000 L

Vespa T5 W3CC 88035000 L

centre electrode w/ copper core terminal nut

creeping current barrier

gasket

gasket ring

thread

ground electrode
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Legend description DENSO Racing sparkplug, e.g. IW34 Example

1. Letter Design I Iridium I

2. Letter Thread/ 
wrench width

W M14x1,25 /  length 
19,0mm/ WW 20,8

W

1. Number Thermal value 37-9 37 is cold, 24 is hot 34

Legend description DENSO, e.g. W27ES-U Example

1. Letter Thread/ wrench width W M14x1,25 / WW 
20,8

W

1. Number Thermal value 37-9 37 is cold, 9 is hot 27

2. Letter Thread length F 12,7mm F

E 19,0mm

3. Letter Design/electrode 
material

S normal type, 
Copper

S

4. Letter Design feature R w/ interference 
suppression

5. Letter Special electrode  
distance configuration

U U-groove 
ground electrode

U

Legend description NGK, e.g. BR9ES Example

1. Letter Thread/ 
wrench width

B M14x1,25 / WW 20,8 B

2./3. Letter Design P

R w/ interference suppression R

1. Number Thermal value 13-02 13 is cold, 2 is hot 9

4. Letter Thread length/ 
Spark position

H M12x1,25 / WW 17,5

E projected insulator tip E

5. Letter Design feature S Copper S

Legend description BOSCH, e.g. WR4CC Example

1. Letter Thread/  
wrench width

W M14x1,25 / 
WW 20,8

W

2. Letter Design R w/ interference 
suppression

R

1. Number Thermal value 02-13 02 is cold, 13 
is hot

4

3. Letter Thread length/  
Spark position

A 12,7mm / 
1,0mm

C 19,0mm / 
1,0mm

C

4. Letter Electrode material C Copper C

S Silver

BOSCH BOSCH -> NGK NGK -> DENSO

W2AC B9HS      W27FS-U

W2CC B9ES      W27ES-U

W3AC B8HS      W24FS-U

B9HS     W27FS-U

W3CC B8ES      W24ES-U

B9ES      W27ES-U

W4AC B7HS      W22FS-U

B8HS      W24FS-U

W4CC B7ES      W22ES-U

B8ES      W24ES-U

W5AC B7HS      W22FS-U

W5CC B7ES      W22ES-U

B8ES      W24ES-U

W6AC B6HS      W20FS-U

W6CC B6ES      W20ES-U

W7AC B6HS W20FS-U

W7CC B6ES W20ES-U

Comparison of brands 
of spark plugs

With the comparison, the BOSCH thermal values were taken as a basis. 
The recoding of BOSCH into NGK was completed according to the BOSCH 
information. In this context the individual thermal values overlap. The 
recoding of NGK into DENSO occurred according to the NGK details.
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